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Abstract—In this paper, we study the performance of detectors
in a diffusive molecular communication environment where
steady uniform flow is present. We derive the expected number
of information molecules to be observed in a passive spherical
receiver, and determine the impact of flow on the assumption
that the concentration of molecules throughout the receiver is
uniform. Simulation results show the impact of advection on
detector performance as a function of the flow’s magnitude and
direction. We highlight that there are disruptive flows, i.e., flows
that are not in the direction of information transmission, that
lead to an improvement in detector performance as long as the
disruptive flow does not dominate diffusion and sufficient samples
are taken.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future applications of nanotechnology will be enabled by
the ability of individual devices with nanoscale components
to communicate amongst themselves and share information.
Fields that require diagnostics or actions on a small scale,
such as healthcare and manufacturing, are envisioned to benefit
from the deployment of these connected devices, collectively
known as nanonetworks; see [1], [2]. Molecular communica-
tion is a physical layer design strategy for nanonetworks where
transmitters release molecules that freely travel or are carried
to their intended destinations. This strategy is bio-inspired;
cellular systems use molecules to communicate via integration
with biochemical mechanisms; see [3].
The simplest molecular transport mechanism is free diffu-
sion, where molecules move randomly due to collisions with
other molecules in the environment. No external energy is
required, unlike in active propagation methods where energy
is consumed to direct molecules towards the receiver. Further-
more, networks of devices communicating via diffusion can
form spontaneously because there are no fixed connections
between devices. However, communication via diffusion alone
is limited by both propagation time and reliability as the
distance between devices increases. In a purely diffusive
environment, intersymbol interference (ISI) is a major problem
because the receiver cannot differentiate between the arrivals
of the same type of molecule emitted at different times.
Flows play an important role in many diffusive environ-
ments where molecular communication networks may be
deployed, especially when the distance that molecules must
travel is greater than what can be practically achieved via
diffusion alone. For example, the advection of blood in the
body enables the transport of oxygen from the lungs to tissues
and also facilitates the removal of waste and toxic molecules
via the liver and kidneys; see [3]. Flows can also help mitigate
ISI in a communications context by carrying “old” molecules
away from the receiver.
Analytically, the simplest flow is both steady and uniform.
In a steady flow, the pressure, density, and velocity compo-
nents at each point in the stream do not change with time; see
[4]. If uniform, then these components are identical throughout
the environment of interest. Existing literature in molecular
communication has generally assumed that flow is not only
both steady and uniform (which are not necessarily realistic as-
sumptions), but also only in the direction of transmission, i.e.,
in the same direction as a line pointing from the transmitter
to its intended receiver, cf. e.g. [5]–[7]. We define disruptive
flows as any flow component that is not in the direction of
transmission. These flows are literally destructive in that they
reduce the peak number of molecules expected to be observed
at the receiver.
In [8], we studied receiver detection schemes for a 3-
dimensional stochastic diffusion environment between a single
transmitter and receiver. Our physical model included steady
uniform flow in any direction (a notion that was also recently
considered in a 2-dimensional environment in [9]). Simulation
results showed the average detector bit error probabilities
under a few sample cases of flow. We observed that there were
disruptive flows under which both optimal and suboptimal
detectors could improve over the no-flow case, because the
advective removal of unintended (ISI) molecules mitigated the
removal of intended molecules. These results suggested that
bi-directional transmission in flowing environments is not only
possible but could actually be better than in an environment
without flow. Thus, it is of interest to investigate precisely
under what conditions advection is beneficial to diffusive
communication, i.e., what magnitudes and directions of flow
decrease the probability of bit errors for which detectors, and
when advection degrades communication.
Furthermore, we assumed for tractability of analysis in
[8] that the expected concentration of information molecules
throughout the receiver was equal to that expected at the
center of the receiver. We hereafter refer to this assumption
as the uniform concentration assumption. We assessed this
assumption’s accuracy in environments without flow in [10],
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but evaluating its accuracy in flowing environments has been
an open problem.
This paper extends the consideration of steady uniform flow
in [8] to make the following contributions:
1) We derive the expected number of information
molecules at an ideal spherical receiver due to an
emission by a point source into an unbounded diffusive
environment with a steady uniform flow. The derivation
is made without the uniform concentration assumption
and a closed-form solution is possible only when the
flow is parallel to a line joining the source and receiver.
2) We assess the uniform concentration assumption by
measuring the relative deviation in the expected concen-
tration of information molecules when the assumption is
applied. This comparison is made using dimensionless
values, as we used in [10], so that the results scale to
any reference dimension.
3) We compare the performance of the optimal and
weighted sum detectors described in [8] under a wide
range of steady uniform flows. We discuss the types
of flow for which detector performance is improved
over the no-flow case, highlighting disruptive flows that
enable a decrease in the probability of error.
We note that, in [8], we also considered the presence of
enzyme molecules in the propagation environment that are
capable of degrading the information molecules as a strategy to
mitigate ISI. For clarity of exposition, and because advection
can also mitigate ISI, we do not include the effect of enzymes
in the model presented in this paper. However, all results
presented here can be easily extended to the case where
enzymes are in the propagation environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The physical
environment is described in dimensional and dimensionless
forms and the detectors are summarized in Section II. In
Section III, we derive the expected number of molecules
observed at the receiver, both with and without the uniform
concentration assumption. In Section IV, we summarize the
optimal and weighted sum detectors that we presented in [8].
Numerical and simulation results are presented in Section V.
We draw our conclusions in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe the system model that we
considered in [8] and then, unlike in [8], translate it into
dimensionless form.
A. Dimensional Form
The receiver is a sphere with radius robs and volume Vobs
that is fixed and centered at the origin of an infinite, 3-
dimensional aqueous environment of constant uniform tem-
perature and viscosity. The transmitter is fixed at location
{−x0, 0, 0} (without loss of generality). By symmetry, the
concentrations observed in this environment are equivalent (by
a factor of 2) to those in the semi-infinite case where z ≥ 0 is
the aqueous environment, the xy-plane is an elastic boundary,
and the receiver is a hemisphere whose circle face lies on
the boundary; see [11, Eq. 2.7]. This equivalent environment
could describe, for example, a small transmitter and receiver
mounted along the wall of a large blood vessel or artery. The
receiver is a (virtual) passive observer that does not impede dif-
fusion or initiate chemical reactions (this assumption focuses
our analysis on the impact of the propagation environment and
enables tractability). A steady uniform flow (or drift) exists and
is defined by its velocity component along each dimension,
i.e., ~v = {vx, vy, vz}. The placement of the transmitter is so
that a positive vx is in the direction of the receiver from the
transmitter. Thus, a negative vx, a nonzero vy , or a nonzero
vz represent disruptive flows.
The transmitter has a binary sequence of length B, W =
{W [1] ,W [2] , . . . ,W [B]}, to send to the receiver, where
W [j] is the jth information bit and Pr(W [j] = 1) = P1. The
transmitter uses binary modulation and transmission intervals
of duration Tint seconds. To send a binary 1, NEM A
molecules are released at the start of the bit interval. To send
a binary 0, no molecules are released.
We assume that the environment has additional sources
of A molecules, for example via interference from other
communication links or via some other chemical process
that generates A molecules. These external noise sources are
distinct from the diffusion of A molecules emitted by the
transmitter. As in [8], we only assume that we know the
cumulative impact of all noise sources on the received signal,
and that we can characterize this impact as a Poisson random
variable with time-varying mean NAn (t). This noise model
is sufficient to model either of the example cases above.
However, we omit the impact of steady uniform flow on the
noise sources themselves (since we do not specify the origin
of the noise), and we will only consider additive noise sources
with constant mean in our simulations. We leave a more
precise characterization of noise and interference for future
work.
The concentration of A molecules at the point defined by
vector ~r and at time t in molecule ·m−3 is CA(~r, t) (or written
as CA for compactness). We assume that these molecules
diffuse independently once they are released by the transmitter
or noise sources. In addition, due to the constant uniform
temperature and viscosity of the environment, the A molecules
diffuse with constant diffusion coefficient DA. The differential
equation describing the motion of A molecules due to both
diffusion and advection is a modified version of Fick’s second
law, written as [12, Ch. 4]
∂CA
∂t
= DA∇2CA − vx ∂CA
∂x
− vy ∂CA
∂y
− vz ∂CA
∂z
, (1)
which can be easily solved to find the expected point concen-
tration due to an emission of NEM molecules by the transmit-
ter at time t = 0. It is easy to show with a moving reference
frame that this expected concentration at point {x, y, z} is
CA =
NEM
(4piDAt)3/2
exp
(
− |~r|
2
4DAt
)
, (2)
where |~r|2 = (x + x0 − vxt)2 + (y − vyt)2 + (z − vzt)2
is the square of the effective distance from the transmitter at
{−x0, 0, 0} to {x, y, z}.
B. Dimensionless Form
For dimensional analysis, reference variables are used to
scale all parameters into dimensionless form; please refer to
[13] for more on dimensional analysis. As in [10], we define
reference distance L in m and reference number of molecules
NEM (i.e., the transmitter releases one dimenionless molecule
to send a binary 1). We also define reference concentration
C0 = NEM/L
3 in molecule · m−3. We then define the
dimensionless concentration of A molecules as C?a = CA/C0,
dimensionless time as t? = DAt/L2, and dimensionless
coordinates along the three axes as
x? =
x
L
, y? =
y
L
, z? =
z
L
, (3)
such that variables with a “?” superscript are equal to the
corresponding dimensional variables scaled by the appropriate
reference variables. Advection is represented dimensionlessly
with the Peclet number, v?, written as [3, Eq. 1.3.1]
v? =
vL
DA
, (4)
where v = |~v| is the speed of the fluid. v? measures the relative
impact of advection versus diffusion on molecular transport.
If v?  1, i.e., if v → 0, then diffusion dominates particle
motion and advection can be ignored. If v?  1, then advec-
tion dominates particle motion and diffusion can be ignored.
Under advection-dominant motion, disruptive flows should
prevent successful communication (no matter what detector
is used) and non-disruptive flows should aid communication
(as long as the receiver takes a sample while molecules are
flowing through it). Thus, the impact of steady uniform flow
on communication depends on the direction of flow, and it is
important to consider v?-values much less and much greater
than 1. We define v? along each dimension as
v?‖ =
vxL
DA
, v?⊥,1 =
vyL
DA
, v?⊥,2 =
vzL
DA
, (5)
but we note that, without loss of generality (because the
transmitter is on the x-axis), we can set v?⊥,2 = 0 and write
v?⊥,1 = v
?
⊥. Given the dimensionless model, (1) becomes
∂C?a
∂t?
= ∇2C?a − v?‖
∂C?a
∂x?
− v?⊥
∂C?a
∂y?
, (6)
where
∂C?a
∂t?
=
∂CA
∂t
L2
DAC0
, ∇2C?a =
L2
C0
∇2CA, (7)
∂C?a
∂x?
=
∂CA
∂x
L
C0
,
∂C?a
∂y?
=
∂CA
∂y
L
C0
, (8)
and (2) becomes
C?a =
1
(4pit?)3/2
exp
(−|~r?|2
4t?
)
, (9)
where |~r?|2 = (x? + x?0 − v?‖ t?)2 + (y? − v?⊥t?)2 + z?2 is
the square of the effective distance from the transmitter at
{−x?0, 0, 0} to {x?, y?, z?}.
III. RECEIVER SIGNAL
In this section, we derive the expected dimensionless num-
ber of molecules observed at the receiver that were emitted
by the transmitter at t? = 0, Na?0 (t
?). This derivation enables
comparison with the uniform concentration assumption, i.e.,
the assumption that the expected concentration of information
molecules throughout the receiver is equal to that expected
at the center of the receiver. Then, we write the general
time-varying receiver signal NAobs(t) as a function of the
transmitter’s emissions and the external noise sources.
The receiver is a passive observer, so the expected dimen-
sionless number of A molecules within the dimensionless
receiver volume is found by integrating (9) over V ?obs, i.e.,
Na
?
0 (t
?) =
r?obs∫
0
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
C?ar
?
i
2 sin θdθdφdr?i , (10)
where r?i is the magnitude of the distance from the origin (i.e.,
the center of the receiver) to the arbitrary point {x?, y?, z?}
within V ?obs. The first step in solving (10) is to convert
|~r?|2 in (9) from Cartesian to spherical coordinates. It is
straightforward to show that
|~r?|2 = r?i 2 + x?02 − 2t?x?0v?‖ − 2x?0r?i cosφ sin θ
− 2t?r?i
(
v?‖ cosφ sin θ + v
?
⊥ sinφ sin θ
)
+ t?2
(
v?‖
2 + v?⊥
2
)
, (11)
where φ = tan−1 (y?/x?) and θ = cos−1 (z?/r?i ). Generally,
(10) does not have a known closed-form solution, due to the
sum of trigonometric terms in the exponential in (9). We can
integrate (10) over r?i using substitution, integration by parts,
the definition of the error function, i.e., [14, Eq. 3.1.1]
erf (a) =
2
pi
1
2
∫ a
0
exp
(−b2) db, (12)
and the integral [14, Eq. 4.1.4]∫
a erf (a) da =
1
2
erf (a)
(
a2 − 1
2
)
+
a
2pi
1
2
exp
(−a2) .
(13)
It can then be shown that Na?0 (t
?) becomes the integration of
(2pi
3
2 )−1 exp
(
β21t
? + β2
)
sin θ
[
β1t
? 12 exp
(−β21t?)+ pi 12 /2
× (1 + 2β21t?)(erf (r?obst?− 12 /2− β1t? 12)− erf (−β1t? 12))
−
(
β1t
? 12 + r?obst
?− 12 /2
)
exp
(
−(r?obst?−
1
2 /2− β1t?
1
2 )2
) ]
,
(14)
over θ ∈ [0, pi] and φ ∈ [0, 2pi], where
β1 =
sin θ
2
(
v?‖ cosφ+ v
?
⊥ sinφ+
x?0
t?
cosφ
)
, (15)
β2 =
x?0v
?
‖
2
− t
?
4
(
v?‖
2 + v?⊥
2
)
− x
?
0
2
4t?
. (16)
For general steady uniform flow v? 6= 0, (10) can be solved
by numerically integrating (14) over θ and φ. However, for
the special case v?⊥ = 0, such that the direction of flow is
parallel to a line between the source and receiver, we can apply
Theorem 2 in [10] using a change of variables and solve (10)
as
Na
?
0 (t
?) =
1
2
[
erf
(
r?obs− ~r?eff
2t?
1
2
)
+ erf
(
r?obs+ ~r
?
eff
2t?
1
2
)]
+
1
~r?eff
√
t?
pi
[
exp
(
− (~r
?
eff + r
?
obs)
2
4t?
)
− exp
(
− (~r
?
eff − r?obs)2
4t?
)]
, (17)
where ~r?eff = −
(
x?0 − v?‖ t?
)
is the effective distance along
the x?-axis from the transmitter to the center of the receiver.
If we apply the uniform concentration assumption, then the
evaluation of (10) is simply the product of V ?obs and C
?
a at the
center of the receiver, i.e., at the origin. Thus, we have
Na
?
0 (t
?) =
V ?obs
(4pit?)3/2
exp
(
−~r
?
eff
2
4t?
− t
?v?⊥
2
4
)
, (18)
and in Section V we will measure the relative deviation of
(18) from (10), where (10) is solved using (17) if v?⊥ = 0 and
by numerically integrating (14) otherwise.
It is straightforward to derive the statistics of the general
receiver signal NAobs(t) based on Na
?
0 (t
?) and the trans-
mitter sequence W. Assuming constant ideal diffusion, then
the behavior of individual A molecules is independent, and
NAobs(t) is a sum of time-varying Poisson random variables
(as described in [8]), with time-varying mean
NAobs(t) = NATX (t) +NAn (t) , (19)
where NAn (t) is the mean number of molecules from the
noise sources, NATX (t) is the mean number of molecules
from emissions by the transmitter, i.e.,
NATX (t) =
b tTint+1c∑
j=1
W [j]NA0 (t− (j − 1)Tint) , (20)
and NA0 (t) is Na
?
0 (t
?) in dimensional form.
IV. DETECTOR SUMMARY
To study the impact of advection on detector performance,
we implement the detectors that we proposed in [8]. In this
section, we summarize these detectors. The detectors rely
on a common sampling scheme, where the receiver makes
M observations in every bit interval, and we assume in
this paper that the observations are independent. The value
of the mth observation in the jth interval is labeled sj,m.
We define the sampling times within a single interval as
the function g (m), and the global time sampling function
t (j,m) = jTint + g (m), where j = {1, 2, . . . , B},m =
{1, 2, . . . ,M}. We assume that the transmitter and receiver
are perfectly synchronized. Synchronization amongst devices
in a non-advective environment was achieved in [15] via the
diffusion of inhibitory molecules. However, synchronization in
flowing environments remains an open problem.
We use the maximum likelihood optimal sequence detector
to give a lower bound on the bit error probability. The optimal
receiver decision rule, in a maximum likelihood sense, is to
select the most likely sequence Wˆ [j] given the joint likelihood
of all received samples, i.e.,
Wˆ [j]
∣∣∣
j={1,2,...,B}
= argmax
W [j],j={1,2,...,B}
Pr (NAobs) (21)
where, assuming independent samples,
Pr(NAobs) =
B∏
j=1
M∏
m=1
Pr
(
NAobs(t (j,m)) = sj,m |W
)
,
(22)
and the individual likelihoods can easily be found by recogniz-
ing that NAobs(t) is a Poisson random variable, as discussed
in Section III. The complexity can be reduced by applying
methods such as the modified Viterbi algorithm that we
proposed in [8], where we limit the explicit channel memory to
F prior bit intervals. In the simulations presented in Section V,
we choose F = 2 as a compromise between computational
complexity and observable error probability (theoretically, the
channel memory of a diffusive environment is infinite).
Weighted sum detectors have considerably less complexity
than the optimal sequence detector, enable a tractable deriva-
tion of the bit error probability, and are more suitable for
practical use; neurons combine inputs from synapses using
a weighted sum detector (see [16, Ch. 12]). The decision rule
of the weighted sum detector in the jth bit interval is
Wˆ [j] =
{
1 if
∑M
m=1 wmNAobs(t (j,m)) ≥ ξ,
0 otherwise,
(23)
where wm is the weight of the mth observation and ξ is the
binary decision threshold. The selection of ξ is outside the
scope of this work and we assume that the optimal ξ for the
given environment is found via numerical search.
We consider two special cases of weighted sum detectors.
First, the equal weight detector, where each weight is equal to
1, is the simplest weighted sum detector. Second, the matched
filter detector, which we showed via simulation in [8] to
achieve performance equal to that of the optimal sequence
detector in the absence of ISI (even though the noise that we
consider is Poisson-distributed and not Gaussian), has weights
based on the number of molecules expected due to an emission
by the transmitter in the current bit interval. Further details on
the evaluation of the expected bit error probabilities of these
weighted sum detectors can be found in [8].
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we measure the deviation in the uniform
concentration assumption for Na?0 (t
?) over time as a function
of the receiver’s distance from the transmitter and of the steady
uniform flow present in the environment. Then, we assess
detector performance of a sequence of bits under a range of
steady uniform flows.
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Fig. 1. The relative deviation in Na?0 (t
?) from the true value (10) at the
receiver when the uniform concentration assumption (18) is applied. The flow
v?‖ is varied from −5 to 5 in increments of 1.
A. Uniform Concentration Assumption
We set the reference distance L = x0. A reference NEM is
not needed because we measure relative deviation in concen-
tration. Based on our observations in [10], we set r?obs = 0.1
so that the deviation of the uniform concentration assumption
in the no-flow case is less than 1% for all t? > 0.1. The
maximum number of molecules in the no-flow case is expected
at t? = 16 . We separately vary v
?
‖ and v
?
⊥ because any flow is
equivalent to a combination of v?‖ and v
?
⊥.
In Fig. 1, we assess the uniform concentration assumption
over time while varying v?‖ from −5 to 5 in increments of
1. All flows severely underestimate Na?0 (t
?) (i.e., deviation
is much less than 0) for t? < 0.05. This underestimation
is because molecules are expected to reach the edge of V ?obs
(and thus be observed) before they are expected at the center.
When v?‖ is positive, Na
?
0 (t
?) is overestimated earlier than
in the no-flow case because the peak number of molecules
is observed sooner and the center of V ?obs is closer to the
transmitter than most of V ?obs. When v
?
‖ is negative, Na
?
0 (t
?)
is underestimated longer than in the no-flow case. Importantly,
applying the uniform concentration assumption to all degrees
of flow within the range −2 ≤ v?‖ ≤ 4 (for which advection is
not dominant, as we will see in the next subsection) introduces
a deviation of less than 2% for all t? > 0.1.
In Fig. 2, we assess the uniform concentration assumption
over time while varying v?⊥ from 0 to 5 (by symmetry,
Na
?
0 (t
?) due to v?⊥ < 0 is equal to that due to v
?
⊥ > 0). Similar
to v?‖ < 0, which is also a disruptive flow, a nonzero v
?
⊥
increases the time that Na?0 (t
?) is underestimated. However,
this does not significantly impact the general accuracy of the
uniform concentration assumption, as the deviation for all
flows shown is no more than 1.7% for all t? > 0.1.
In summary, we observe that the uniform concentration
assumption cannot be universally applied to all degrees of flow
at any time with a high degree of accuracy. The deviation of
the assumption generally increases with the magnitude of the
flow, and the assumption is least accurate immediately after
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS USED FOR EVALUATING DETECTOR PERFORMANCE
Parameter Symbol Value
# of molecules per emission NEM 104
Probability of binary 1 P1 0.5
Length of transmitter sequence B 100 bits
Bit interval time Tint 0.2 ms
Diffusion coefficient [19], [20] DA 10−9 m
2
s
Location of transmitter x0 0.5µm
Radius of receiver robs 50 nm
Expected impact of noise source(s) NAn (t) 1 molecule
Simulation step size ∆t 0.5µs
the release of molecules by the transmitter. The benefit of the
assumption is analytical tractability and simplicity in com-
paring the performance of detectors. To maximize accuracy,
we do not apply the uniform concentration assumption in the
evaluation of (10) in the remainder of this paper.
B. Detector Performance
Our simulations to assess detector performance as a function
of flow are executed in the particle-based stochastic framework
that we described in [17], [18], and the environment parame-
ters are listed in Table I. For simplicity, the M observations
are equally spaced within each bit interval. The chosen DA is
similar to the diffusion coefficient of many small molecules
in water at room temperature (see [19, Ch. 5]), and is also
comparable to that of small biomolecules in blood plasma (see
[20]). For reference, a maximum of 3.08 molecules is expected
from a single emission in the no-flow case 0.042ms after the
molecules are released. If we set L = x0, then r?obs = 0.1,
the dimensionless bit interval is 0.8, and advection v? = 1
translates to a steady flow of 2 mms (on the order of average
capillary blood speed, from 0.1 to 10 mms ; see [20]). A bit
interval that is (dimensionlessly) close to 1 means that it is
close to both the typical diffusion time and advection time
when v? = 1.
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Fig. 3. Receiver error probability as a function of v?‖ for M = {2, 5, 10, 40}
observations in each bit interval (v?⊥ = 0). The horizontal axis is separated
into 3 regions in order to show logarithmic scales: −2 ≤ v?‖ ≤ −0.2 on a
log scale, v?‖ = 0, and 0.2 ≤ v?‖ ≤ 100 on a log scale.
In the following figures, we consider the optimal sequence
detector, the matched filter detector, and the equal weight
detector. The expected error probabilities (evaluated using [8,
Eq. 44]) and those found via simulation are averaged over all
100 bits in the transmitter sequence and averaged over 1000 bit
sequences. The accuracy of the expected bit error probability
decreases slightly as M increases, because the assumption that
the samples are independent becomes less valid.
In Fig. 3, we consider the impact of varying v?‖ , i.e., the
flow is either in the direction of information transmission or
directly opposite. The performance of all three detectors is
quite similar for low M and any value of v?‖ , but the optimal
detector can become orders of magnitude better than the
weighted sum detectors for large M , i.e., M > 10. Generally,
all detectors improve over the no-flow case when v?‖ > 0. As
v?‖ increases, advection dominates diffusion and the impact
of ISI is mitigated. However, with sufficiently high v?‖ > 0,
the molecules enter and leave the receiver between consecu-
tive observations. As expected, communication degrades even
though the flow is actually non-disruptive. We see this trend
for M = 2 when v?‖ > 2, where the advection time (L/v
?
‖ ,
or 0.125 ms for v?‖ = 2) becomes on the order of the time
between observations (0.1 ms). This trend continues for every
value of M as v?‖ increases, but degradation would never occur
as v?‖ → ∞ if the receiver was perfectly synchronized to
make an observation when the emitted molecules pass through.
We also note that, in practice, a physical receiver would have
receptors to which the emitted molecules could bind and then
be observed. However, communication under a very strong
flow could still degrade if the binding rate of the receptors
was not sufficiently high.
All detectors fail when v?‖ is negative and sufficiently
large, since advection-dominant disruptive flow prevents all
transmitted molecules from reaching the receiver. However,
this degradation is less severe for small v?‖ and, with sufficient
sampling (i.e., M = 40), Fig. 3 shows that both weighted
sum detectors perform better (albeit slightly) than the no-flow
case when −1 < v?‖ < −0.5. Interestingly, the impact of this
disruptive flow’s removal of A molecules in their intended
bit interval is mitigated by the removal of ISI molecules. Bi-
directional transmission is thus possible in an environment
with a steady flow moving in a direction parallel to the
line between two transceivers, as long as advection does not
dominate diffusion, and communication in each direction can
be improved for some flows over the no-flow case if weighted
sum detectors are used with a large number of samples.
In Fig. 4, we consider the impact of varying v?⊥, i.e., the flow
is perpendicular to the direction of information transmission.
As might be expected, the impact of this disruptive flow is
measurably different from v?‖ < 0. For all M > 2 shown, all
detectors (including the maximum likelihood optimal sequence
detector) have a range of v?⊥ over which they perform better
than in the no-flow case, and the potential for improvement in-
creases with M . As with v?‖ < 0, the impact of this disruptive
flow’s removal of A molecules in their intended bit interval is
mitigated by the removal of ISI molecules, i.e., performance
improves if the removal of ISI molecules is proportionately
greater than the degradation of the useful signal. For example,
the maximum improvement in the probability of error over the
no-flow case is about 10% at v?⊥ = 1 when M = 5, but the
probability of error of the weighted sum detectors decreases
by an order of magnitude when M = 40 and 1.5 ≤ v?⊥ ≤ 2.
The improvement in performance of the optimal sequence
detector is small for all values of M considered, although
we expected no more than a small gain because this detector
already accounts for ISI. As with negative v?‖ , all detectors
eventually degrade as v?⊥ increases and advection begins to
dominate diffusion. However, the detectors do not appear to
be as sensitive to v?⊥ as they are to the corresponding negative
values of v?‖ in Fig. 3. As long as a flow moving in a direction
perpendicular to the line between two transceivers does not
dominate diffusion, bi-directional communication is not only
possible, but can also be improved over the no-flow case if
the detectors take enough samples.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we consider the impact of varying both
v?‖ and v
?
⊥ simultaneously, such that v
?
‖ = v
?
⊥. Detector
performance is most similar to that shown in Fig. 3 because
the detectors are more sensitive to v?‖ . However, there are two
notable differences with Fig. 3. First, the improvement in the
weighted sum detectors is slightly more pronounced in Fig. 5
when M = 40 and both flows are small and negative; the
expected bit error probability of the matched filter detector is
a little more than 0.01 when v?‖ = v
?
⊥ = −0.5 but almost
0.015 when only v?‖ = −0.5. This is an example of disruptive
flows in two dimensions contributing constructively. Second,
the degradation of all detectors occurs sooner for positive v?‖
and v?⊥ than for positive v
?
‖ alone; the probability of error for
the equal weight detector and M = 5 or M = 10 begins
increasing as a function of flow when v?‖ = v
?
⊥ = 2.5,
whereas it was still decreasing when only v?‖ = 2.5. This is an
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example of the benefits of a non-disruptive flow component
being mitigated by a disruptive flow component.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the impact of steady uniform flow
on a diffusive molecular communication system with a passive
receiver. We derived the expected number of information
molecules to be observed at the receiver when the transmitter
is any distance away. A closed-form solution is available
only when there is no flow component perpendicular to the
direction of information transmission. We showed that there
are conditions under which it is accurate to assume that the
concentration of molecules expected at the receiver is uniform,
thereby simplifying analysis. The simulation of detector per-
formance showed that weighted sum detectors can perform
better than in a no-flow environment when slow disruptive
flows are present, and even optimal sequence detectors can
perform slightly better than in a no-flow environment when
there is a non-dominant disruptive flow perpendicular to the
direction of information transmission. When flows become
fast enough to dominate diffusion, disruptive flows prevent
communication, whereas performance under a non-disruptive
flow is only limited by the sampling times of the detector.
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